**Solution**

**J-Ex: 'creating a space for institutions to have the conversations they need to have'**

**What is the idea?**
Create a Jisc version of Ted-Ex (Ped-Ex – pedagogic exchange)
Support conversations institutions need to have – at different levels
Facilitate and legitimise embedding of effective practice
Which national bodies and which change agents inside institutions will mainly be involved?
Jisc and partners
Keen practitioners
Students and student bodies - essential

**How will this help institutions?**
Evidence of impact
Enhanced student performance
National recognition
Contextualised, authentic examples

**How will this enhance the student digital experience?**
Elevate and legitimise innovation and effective teaching practice
Change in practice
Student co-design an essential principle – students could drive the process

---

**Breakfast sessions**

**On-demand talks (TED-style)**

**Branded toolkit/model**
- Clear outcomes
- Template structure
- Facilitated by Jisc

---

**Jisc**

- 'the badge not the cash'
- Sets the scene, identifies national priorities
- Legitises/lends authority to local innovation
- Gives motivation, impetus, direction to change

**National level activities**

- Relationship with partners, HEA etc
- Supporting effective innovative practices
- Informed by (ideas)

---

**Joyce and Showers (80/20 probability)**

**Agrarian cycle**

- Seed
- Propagate
- Cultivate
- Harvest
- Distribute

---

**Sets the scene, identifies national priorities**